Caches are intermediate level between fast CPU and slow main memory. It aims to store copies of frequently used data and to reduce the access time to the main memory. Caches are capable of exploiting temporal and spatial localities during program execution. When the processor accesses memory, the cache behavior depends on if the data is in cache: a cache hit occurs if it is, and, a cache miss occurs, otherwise. In the last case, the cache may have to evict other data. The misses produce processor stalls and slow down the computations. The replacement policy chooses a data to evict, trying to predict the future accesses to memory. The hit and miss rate depends on the cache type: direct mapped, set associative and fully associative cache. The least recently used replacement policy serves the sets. The miss rate strongly depends on the executed algorithm. The all pairs shortest paths algorithms solve many practical problems, and it is important to know what algorithm and what cache type match best. This paper presents a technique of simulating the direct mapped, k-way associative and fully associative cache during the algorithm execution, to measure the frequency of read data to cache and write data to memory operations. We have measured the frequencies versus the cache size, the data block size, the amount of processed data, the type of cache, and the type of algorithm. After comparing the basic and blocked Floyd-Warshall algorithms, we conclude that the blocked algorithm well localizes data accesses within one block, but it does not localize data dependencies among blocks. The direct mapped cache significantly loses the associative cache; we can improve its performance by appropriate mapping virtual addresses to physical locations.
Introduction
Caches are intermediate level between CPU and main memory, which reduces the average time and energy to access data stored in the main memory. Caches keep copies of data from frequently used locations of the memory. Most modern CPUs have three caches [1] [2] [3] : an instruction cache, a data cache, and a translation lookaside buffer. The data cache is usually a hierarchy of some cache levels. In a multi-core processor, the lower levels of cache hierarchy are split among cores, and the higher cache levels act as a common repository of data for all cores.
The data is transferred between the main memory and the cache in blocks (lines). When the processor reads or writes a memory location, the cache checks if the line is in cache. If the cache reads a line, it creates a cache entry, which includes the copied data and the memory location (called a tag). If the location is in the cache, a cache hit has occurred; otherwise, a cache miss has occurred. As CPUs are much faster than the memory, stalls due to the cache misses slow down the computation significantly. The key step in improving the cache performance is reducing the miss rate.
To prepare a cache slot on a cache miss to read the requested entry, the cache may have to evict one of the existing entries. The replacement policy chooses an entry to evict. It tries to predict the future accesses to the entries in cache. One of the most popular and efficient replacement policies is LRU that replaces the least recently used entry. At some point, the cache must write the updated data to memory. Two write policies can do this: the first one known as "write-through cache" performs the write to memory with every write to cache; the second one known as "write-back cache" tracks by means of a dirty bit which loca- 4, 2019 СИСТЕМНЫЙ АНАЛИЗ И ПРИКЛАДНАЯ ИНФОРМАТИКА tions have to be written (it writes the dirty data to memory only when replaces it with other data).
In the recent times, the cache performance measurements help in bridging the gap in the speed of the processor and memory in high-performance computing systems. The cache performance significantly depends on what algorithm the processor runs. This paper investigates how the type (direct mapped, k-way or fully associative) of cache [1] influences the algorithm runtime, and how we can modify the algorithms to obtain the increased performance of the cache (to do this we need to obtain the reduced number of cache read and write operations). In this work, we focus on the simulation and analysis of sequential algorithms in relation to properties of various cache types; therefore, the emphasis of the paper is on the one-core-processor-cache-memory architecture.
Organization of caches
In cache, there are three placement options for where data can go: direct-mapped, fully associative, and set-associative. The k-way associative cache rep-resents a cache organization in a most general form. Let Lsize be the number of bytes per memory line, Csize is the number of lines in cache, line is the line index in memory, Nset be the number of sets in cache, and Kway be the number of cache slots per cache set. The effective memory address is split into the tag (memory location), the index (cache set), and the line offset:
The cache entry has the structure as follows: the tag, the data block, and the flag bits (valid and dirty). The k-way cache organization (it maps each memory line to a subset of cache slots) is set up to exploit temporal (if accessed, will access again soon) and spatial (if accessed, will access others around it) lo-cality. Figure 1 shows the mechanism of mapping memory lines to cache slots at Nset = 2 and Kway = 2. Lines 0, 2, 4 … of memory can be assigned to any of two ways of set 0, and lines 1, 3, 5… can be assigned to ways of set 1.
If Nset = 1, the cache becomes the fully associative cache: the incoming tag must be compared with all cache tags as the cache maps each memory line to any cache slot. If Kway = 1, the cache becomes the direct mapped cache: the incoming address tag must be compared with only one cache tag as the cache maps each memory line to exactly one cache slot.
The method by Maruyama ( Figure 2 ) implements the real LRU for each of Nset cache sets. It keeps one matrix [Kway×Kway] of bits for each set. When line i of a set accessed, the method per- In our work, we implement the "write-back cache" policy [1] .
Floyd-Warshall algorithm
are the vertex and edge sets, respectively. A function w: E → R assigns the weight w ij to edge (i, j) ∈ E. Matrix W represents the function, in which
The all-pairs shortest paths problem is formulated as to find the paths of the shortest length for all pairs of vertices i, j ∈ V. Algorithm 1 known as Floyd-Warshall (FW) algorithm [4] , uses a matrix D that describes the all pairs shortest paths lengths. The loop iterations on k produce the states D 0 , …, D k , …, D N of D according to the recurrent equation as follows:
State matrix D 0 = W, and state matrix D N describes the final shortest paths lengths. The computational complexity of algorithm FW is O(N 3 ). For large matrices, algorithm FW can consume a lot of execution time, the significant part of which is due to the operations in the hierarchical memory.
Blocked Floyd-Warshall algorithm
Let the N×N matrix D be blocked into a M×M ma trix of smaller matrices Bij, 0 ≤ j, j ≥ B, where B = N / M. Algorithm 2 known as the blocked Floyd-Warshall (BFW) algorithm [5] [6] , itera-tively calls a function Cblock(B 1 , B 2 , B 3 ) of recalculating block B 1 over blocks B 2 and B 3 (Algorithm 3). Figure 3 illustrates the behavior of BFW on the matrix [4×4] of bocks. In the first iteration, BFW recalculates diago nal (D) block B 00, recalculates blocks of the cross (C) with the center in B00, and then recalculates other blocks (U). In the second iteration, the cross moves to block B11, in the third iteration it moves to B 22, and so on.
The computational complexity of BFW is the same as that of FW, but in contrast to FW, BFW can localize data and computations within the block, which is very important for caches, and it is a source of parallel computations at the block level [6] .
Simulation of algorithms FW and BFW on caches
Simulation is an efficient technique to measure dynamic parameters of a complex system represented as a computer program [7] [8] at the behavioral level.
Algorithm 4 describes the cache-based simulation of algorithm FW. It aims at measuring the number of read and write operations in the cache occurred during execution of FW, and extends Algorithm 1 in the following points:
• initializing the cache model by zeroing the line read and write counters, and initializing arrays depending on the cache type,
• calculating the memory line number of Lik, L kj and Lij depending on the elements of matrix D,
• simulating the read-write operations and the line miss over function MemoryAccess(L) that is implemented depending on the cache type,
• simulating the write of a line to memory. We organize the cache-based simulation of algorithm BFW in a similar way. Since the computer memory is inherently linear, algorithm FW uses the row-major memory layout of matrix D. Algorithm BFW uses the block-major memory layout of whole matrix D, and uses the row-major layout of each block. For the line representation of memory, Table 1 reports the number of lines in one block, in the whole matrix D, and in the cache depending on the line size. The modules of cache run mostly in parallel. At the same time, our cache simulation program operates sequentially. Therefore, the model of cache simulation slightly differs from the real cache model. 
Simulation of direct mapped cache
We model the direct mapped cache at abstract level using the variables as follows:
• Tag is an array of size Csize, which elements are addresses of memory lines read in cache.
• DirtyC is an array of size Csize, which elements are flags indicating the cache lines updated.
Initialization of direct mapped cache:
Simulating the write of line to memory:
Destruction of the cache model: 
Simulation of k-way associative cache
Let Dsize be the number of lines allocated for matrix D. We model the k-way associative cache at abstract level using the variables as follows:
• InCache is an array of size Dsize, which elements are flags indicating D-matrix (memory) lines read in cache,
• DirtyM is an array of size Dsize, which Boolean elements indicate the memory lines dirty in cache,
• Valid is an array of size Csize, which Boolean elements indicate the valid data in cache slots,
• BitsL is an array of size Csize, which elements represent the rows of K 2 -matrices of bits assigned to the cache sets.
Initialization of k-way associative cache:
Algorithm 6 describes the procedure of simulating the cache miss in the k-way associative cache. It calculates tag and index of line L and implements the Maruyama and write-back methods, which do not write the dirty data to memory until necessary. Variable displ indicates the first slot of the cache set that accommodates line L. When the first loop breaks, sl indicates either a free cache slot for reading line L, or indicates a cache slot that already holds the data of L. Variable ul indicates a bit-matrix row in the array BitsL, which takes the value of mask[sl] that is a sequence of length Kway of ones except element sl that is zero. This value also updates all bit-matrix rows of the set according to the Maruyama method, by means of Boolean operation and on bit-vectors. If line L is not in cache, Lr denotes a line that is currently in the selected slot ul. If the slot holds valid-dirty data, the algorithm increments the value of counter write, resets the dirty bit, and marks line Lr as out of cache. After that, it marks line L as read in the cache, and increments the value of counter read. 
Simulation of fully associative cache
For fully associative cache, we simulate the replacement strategy LRU that serves all cache slots. We implement LRU in a way different to the Maruyama method. The simulation procedure works at abstract level using the Tag, Valid and DirtyC arrays, and additionally using the variables as follows:
• Time is a counter of time points,
• Slot is an array of size Dsize, which elements are cache slot indices assigned to lines,
• Rtime is an array of size Csize, which elements are time points of referring to lines held in cache.
Fully associative cache initialization:
Algorithm 7 describes the procedure of simulating the memory line miss in the fully associative cache. Variable sl indicates the cache slot that holds the memory line L. If sl ≠ -1, line L is in cache, variable Rtime[sl] gets the value of Time, and the algorithm returns the control. Otherwise, in a loop it searches for a slot loc of cache for accommodating the line L. The slot either contains a garbage or is a least recently used one. 
If slot loc contains a valid-dirty data, the algorithm increments the counter read, resets the flag DirtyC [loc] , and sets the value of Slot[Tag [loc] ] to -1. Finally, it reads line L in cache, sets the line reference time to Time, and fixes the cache slot of line L to be loc. The procedures of simulating FW and BFW in-crement the value of counter Time.
Experimental results
This section compares FW and BFW algorithms, regarding the number of read and write op-erations in each of three cache types: direct mapped, k-way associative, and fully associative. It also studies the algorithm features while increasing the size of matrix D. We performed experiments on the same for algorithms and for caches randomly generated weighted complete graphs at various line, block and graph size. Comparison of the algorithms and caches for var-ious line size. Matrix D of 64×64 elements of 4 byte each requires totally 16384 byte of memory. One block of 8×8 elements of 4 byte each occupies 256 byte of memory. Matrix D consists of 8×8 blocks.
In the experiments, we use caches of two sizes 1024 and 512 byte. The first size cache can hold four blocks, which is larger than three input blocks of function Cblock. The second size cache can hold only two blocks, and cannot accommodate all data the function Cblock needs. That is why this size is flaky and can produce many read operations. The line size varies in the range from 8 to 256 byte, therefore the caches can accommodate from 2 to 128 lines. Figure 4 presents results for read operations in the direct mapped cache. The larger the line size the lower the number of read operations for FW and the larger the number of read operations for BFW. At a low line size, BFW has a minimum of reads (111767), but it loses to FW significantly at the high line size. Figure 5 reports results for the 2-way associative cache. The behavior of curves is very similar to that in Figure 4 . A distinction is FW yields fewer read operations against BFW. For 4-way associative cache, the situation has dramatically chan ged (Figure 6). BFW overcomes FW at any line size, having a minimum of the line read operations (959). Figure 7 presents results for the fully associative cache. FW at the line size of 512 and 1024, and BFW at the line size of 1024 have given the results that are very close to that obtained for 4-way associative cache. The results distinct only for BFW at the line size of 512. This is due to the 512 byte cache cannot fit three blocks. We can conclude that k-way associative cache approaches to fully associative cache very rapidly with increasing k. Now we compare the algorithms and caches regarding write operations on dirty lines. Figures  8-11 show the number of write operations versus the line size for two algorithms and three caches. In all caches, the number decreases for FW. BFW gives a larger number of write operations for the direct mapped and for the 2-way associative cache. For the 4-way and fully associative cache, the number of write operations falls, and the gain of BFW over FW is significant.
Comparison of FW and BFW while scaling the problem size. We explore the fully associative cache to find out how the increase in the size of matrix D influences the features of FW and BFW. For the ma-trix size from 4 to 36 times larger to the cache size, the reduction in number of line reads produced by BFW slightly exceeds 4 times against FW (Figure 12 ). When the matrix size grows from 64 to 121 times, the reduction reaches 8.79 times. For larger matrix size when the matrix's row size is equal to the size of three blocks, the reduction rapidly falls to 1.0, which means BFW has no advantages to FW regarding the us- age of caches for solving very large size problems. We can explain this as BFW localizes accesses to lines within one block, but it does not localize data dependencies among blocks. The reduction in the number of write operations in BFW against FW monotonically falls from 6.22 down to 1.45 times when the matrix size grows from 4 to 256 times against the cache size ( Figure 12 ). This is a significant advantage of BFW.
Conclusion
We have developed the abstract-level simulation technique and tool, which allow the measurement of performance parameters of various type of caches during execution of important algorithms. These help us in the comparison of caches and in the comparison of alternative algorithmic implementations for solving the same problem. In particular, we can conclude that the direct mapped cache significantly loses to the k-way and fully associative cache with respect to the number of read and write operations executed while solving the all pairs shortest paths problem. We also conclude that the blocked Floyd-Warshall algorithm overcomes the basic Floyd-Warshall algorithm in the efficiency of cache operation, but the blocked algorithm needs to be improved for very large graphs. 
